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Displayport Cable Assembly 
ORDERING NOMENCLATURE 

Premium Displayport Cable with Nylon Polybraid 

CA-H713001 

This is our premium displayport cable. This can be used to connect newer model laptops, PC's, and Displayport 
equipped video cards to some of the new Dell, and HP Displayport monitors. Displayport the superior video display 
technology because it is capable of transmitting both audio and video and video can be displayed at the full 
2560x1600 resolution. 

Long Haul Displayport Cable 

CA-H713007 
Circuit Assembly Carp's new Displayport cable comes with 2 Display Port Male Latching type connectors. It can 
support all resolutions for HDTV (up to 1 0B0p) and for Computer up to WQXGA 2560x1600. This Long Displayport 
Cable has audio support. Available in any length up to 25 feet or 15 meters. 

Mini Displayport Female to Displayport Male Adapter Cable 

CA-H713020 
Our Displayport to Female Mini Displayport adapter is the perfect solution for hooking up a PC or Displayport 
equipped computer to an Apple Cinema Display. This is a great solution because they are the same technology, as 
such there is no compromise as far as resolution or signal quality. 

Male Mini Displayport to Female Displayport Adapter Cable 

CA-H713013 
Our Mini Displayport to Female DisplayPort adapter dongle converts a Mini Displayport connection to DisplayPort. 

Displayport to DVI D Adapter Single Link 

CA-H713029 
This DisplayPort to DVJ-D Adapter can be used on a Displayport device to connect to DVI devices. Transfers video 
signal only. 

Displayport to HDMI Adapter 

CA-H713004 
This product can convert a DisplayPort device to be connected with an HOM/ cable. One can plug this adapter into 
displayport video cards and use an hdmi cable to connect to a monitor or rv, This can also plug into a Disp/ayport 
monitor and be connected to a computer that has HOM/ output. 

Mini Displayport to Displayport Adapter Cable 

CA-H713012 
Our Mini Displayport to Displayport adapter is the perfect solution for hooking up a new generation Macbook, 
Macbook Pro, or Macbook Air to a monitor or HDTV that has Displayport input. This is a no compromise solution 
when it comes to signal quality and resolution. Another common application of this cable is for the new 27" iMac 
which has mini displayport input. This cable can be used to connect a Displayport source to the 27" iMac Mini 
DisplayPort input and use the iMac as a display. 

For more information please contact our customer service department or visit our website at 
circuitassembly. com.
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